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The second volume in Robin Hobb's internationally bestselling Farseer series, now reissued 
in gorgeous new livery. Fitz dreams of Red-Ship Raiders sacking a coastal village, leaving 
not a single man, woman or child alive. Tortured by this terrible vision he returns to the Six 
Duchies court where all is far from well. King Shrewd has been struck down by a mysterious 
illness and King-in-waiting, Verity, spends all his time attempting to conjure storms to 
confuse and destroy the Red-Ship Raiders. And when he leaves on an insane mission to 
seek out the mystical Elderings, Fitz is left alone and friendless but for the wolf Nighteyes 
and the King's Fool with his cryptic prophesies.
Young Fitz, the illegitimate son of the noble Prince Chivalry, is ignored by all royalty except 
the devious King Shrewd, who has had him tutored him in the dark arts of the assassin. He 
has barely survived his first, soul-shattering mission, and when he returns to the court, he is 
thrown headfirst into the tumult of royal life. With the king near death, and Fitz's only ally off 
on a seemingly hopeless quest, the throne itself is threatened. Meanwhile, the treacherous 
Red Ship Raiders have renewed their attacks on the Six Duchies, slaughtering the 
inhabitants of entire seaside towns. In this time of great peril, it soon becomes clear that 
the fate of the kingdom may rest in Fitz's hands---and his role in its salvation may require 
the ultimate sacrifice.Robin Hobb was born in California in 1952 and majored in 
Communications at Denver University, Colorado. Assassin's Apprentice was her first novel 
which began the internationally acclaimed Farseer trilogy. Since then she has found 
further success with her wonderful series: The Live Ship Traders and The Tawny Man. Her 
latest trilogy is The Soldier Son, beginning with Shaman's Crossing and continuing with 
Forest Mage. Robin Hobb lives outside Seattle, Washington. Her website is: 
www.robinhobb.com.
Other Books
Pale Queen Rising, "As royal assassin for the Faerie Queen, Claire is used to moving 
between the mortal world and the Winter Kingdom. When the queen commands her to kill, 
Claire does the job and doesn't ask questions. Her deadly skills and loyalty are soon tested 
when Claire is sent to the Immortal Circus. It is one of the many places where 'Dream' is 
harvested from the imaginings of mortals, and someone is causing it to mysteriously 
disappear. Claire's job is to find the culprit before the Winter Kingdom's supply of Dream is 
depleted enough to threaten the very survival of the Fey. But when she meets Roxie, a 
beautiful mortal singer with a strange link to the Dream thieves, Claire quickly recognizes an 
odd and unexplained connection that may cloud her judgment. As each new clue unveils 
another secret, Claire finds herself confronting the riddle of her own buried past--and a 
dangerous illusion that, as part of the Immortal Circus, is just another act in the show"--
Back cover.
�����. &quot;As royal assassin for the Faerie Queen, Claire is used to moving between the 
mortal world and the Winter Kingdom."
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